Cellular networks, e.g., Universal Mobile Telecommunications System networks, will be based on the Internet Protocol (IP) to provide an efficient support for applications with bursty traffic characteristics, as, for example, issued by Web browsers or streaming applications. Such IP-based networks must include Quality of Service mechanisms to enable the usage of real-time applications, for example, mobile telephony. In wireless mobile networks this especially challenges handoff functions: handoffs should not lead to significant interruptions even though resource shortages after a handoff cannot be avoided completely.
Introduction
One difference of cellular mobile networks compared to fixed networks is that a mobile terminal can change its point of attachment to the network during an ongoing communication session. This phenomenon, known as a handoff, can lead to a resource shortage which means that the negotiated bandwidth for a session is no longer available after a handoff. In such a case of handoff resource shortage, the communication session must be terminated or an adaptation/re-negotiation with the application could take place. A termination of a session constitutes a major problem because the user of a mobile network, in general, expects a Quality of Service (QoS) enabled application to work over the lifetime of the communication session. An example for a handoff resource shortage in a cellular mobile network is shown in Figure 1 mobile terminal M has successfully requested a telephony session with a bandwidth of 4.75 kbit/s from the mobile network provider and initially resides in the lightly loaded cell A. If this mobile terminal M performs a handoff to the heavily loaded cell B, the network cannot continue to provide the negotiated bandwidth since the available bandwidth in cell B is lower than the currently used bandwidth.
To accommodate handoff resource shortages, a mobility-specific QoS parameter must be considered when providing QoS: the handoff success probability. Providing assurances on the handoff success probability is crucial, especially for future cellular mobile networks where the cell size is decreased to accommodate more mobile terminals in a given geographical area. In this case, the number of handoffs per session and, thus, the probability for a handoff resource shortage can become high even if the mobile terminal moves with only a moderate speed. As an example, the cell size in a densely populated area may be 700 m, e.g., in the downtown area of a city. If the mobile terminal resides within a vehicle, such as a car, a moderate speed is 17 m/s (about 60 km/h). In this example, a mobile terminal performs on average 4.4 hand-offs per session already in case of a session duration of three minutes (the average duration reported for telephony sessions [1] ).
An appropriate solution for the problem of handoff resource shortage needs to comply with the following requirements in order to be applicable to future mobile networks [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] :
• Scalability, i.e., the ability to provide Quality of Service even if the number of mobile terminals or the number of handoffs varies over several orders of magnitude.
• Support for assurances on the handoff success probability.
• Easy administrability [8] with regard to the configuration of the necessary QoS components.
• Robustness against failure of components [9, 10] or mis-configuration.
• Incremental deployment.
• Efficiency regarding the utilization of network resources (e.g., bandwidth which is typically a rather scarce resource in wireless mobile networks compared to fixed networks).
Handoff prioritization schemes are intended to solve the problem of handoff resource shortages [11] [12] [13] . They reserve a certain amount of resources for handoff purposes, the so-called handoff resources. These handoff resources cannot be used by newly emerging sessions, so that these new sessions are blocked early. This way, it becomes less likely that ongoing sessions are terminated before their desired ending.
This article presents a new proposal for a handoff prioritization scheme named SiS-HoP (Simple and Scalable Handoff Prioritization scheme) which is especially designed to meet the above mentioned requirements. The article is organized as follows: Section 2 describes SiS-HoP and its components in detail. Section 3 presents related work, for example, existing state-of-the-art handoff prioritization schemes and why they do not fulfill the above mentioned requirements. SiS-HoP has been evaluated using the network simulator ns2. Section 4 describes the simulation environment including the simulation model and those handoff prioritization schemes which are compared to SiS-HoP. Simulation results are presented in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 summarizes the results and discusses future work.
SiS-HoP: Simple and Scalable Handoff Prioritization
This section contains a detailed description of SiS-HoP including a comprehensive discussion on the necessity and the design of each component. At first, a short summary describes the main contributions of SiS-HoP.
SiS-HoP in a Nutshell
SiS-HoP incorporates two main components:
(1) An aggregated mobility prediction based on a small mobility cache, which stores the history of handoffs in each base station. (2) A handoff resource reservation, which pre-reserves handoff resources aggregately between neighboring cells according to the outcome of the mobility prediction.
The basic function is as follows: After a mobile terminal has performed a handoff towards a neighboring cell, an entry is stored in a mobility cache of the old cell. This entry contains an identifier of the neighboring cell and optionally further information, such as the duration, for which the mobile terminal has consumed resources in the old cell (the so-called resource holding time). As an example, the mobility cache in cell X may contain ten entries describing handoff events, from which three were to the neighboring cell A, three to cell B and four to cell C. In this case, it is estimated that 30% of all mobile terminals in cell X will handoff to cell A, 30% to cell B and 40% to cell C. On the basis of this mobility prediction, SiS-HoP reserves handoff resources aggregately between neighboring cells. Continuing the above example, 30% of the resources currently consumed in cell X are pre-reserved as handoff resources in cell A, another 30% in cell B, and 40% in cell C.
The mobility prediction of SiS-HoP includes two major innovations with regard to the described basic cache-based scheme:
(1) 'Current-cell' entries In case of a session termination, an entry is stored in the cache in the same way as in case of a handoff. However, this entry contains the identifier of the current cell instead of the neighboring cell and is, thus, called 'currentcell' entry. Such entries are very useful, for example, in cells where the majority of mobile terminals terminates their sessions so that only a small amount of handoff resources has to be pre-reserved in neighboring cells. (2) Resource holding time normalization
In the above described basic cache-based scheme, mobile terminals with a short resource holding time (e.g., moving at high speed) tend to push out those entries from the mobility cache which have a long resource holding time (e.g., moving at low speed). This leads to wrong aggregated estimates of the mobility pattern because too few entries of mobile terminals with a long resource holding time are used for the mobility prediction. In SiS-HoP the resource holding time is additionally stored in each cache entry in order to be able to normalize the influence of each cache entry on the final estimation.
Thus, SiS-HoP uses only information about the next cell (which can be the current cell in case of a session termination) and the time a mobile terminal consumes resources in a cell, so that the complexity of the mobility prediction is limited. Mobility prediction and handoff resource reservation of SiS-HoP are also scalable because no per-flow or per-mobile state information is added to the mobile network. To avoid per-mobile signaling, the amount of handoff resources to reserve in neighboring cells as well as the handoff probabilities are performed periodically. Furthermore, SiS-HoP provides a high assurance on the handoff success probability for a wide variety of mobility patterns without compromising the resource utilization in scenarios with many non-mobile terminals. The scope of SiS-HoP lies within the access network where bottleneck links of mobile networks are located. If SiS-HoP is coordinated with a legacy DiffServ resource management in the core network, incremental deployment of QoS in mobile networks becomes possible.
One of the highlights of SiS-HoP is its single parameter to tune the efficiency of the scheme similar to over-reservations in airline reservation systems. This single parameter is simple to configure and enables an easy administrability, also because it is not necessary to reconfigure it as a response to a change in the mobility pattern. Additionally, this single parameter is robust against mis-configuration which is different for existing schemes, for example, in case of the single parameter of static handoff prioritization schemes such as the Guard Channel scheme [11] .
SiS-HoP will be explained in detail in the following sections.
SiS-HoP Architecture
SiS-HoP extends the architecture of a legacy QoS-enabled network by a handoff resource reservation component and a mobility prediction component (cf., Fig. 2 ). The legacy control plane comprises admission control and resource management which are necessary even in case there is no handoff prioritization scheme implemented in the mobile network. The handoff resource reservation of SiS-HoP determines the necessary amount of handoff resources which is necessary to ensure that the QoS of already admitted sessions can be maintained even in case of future handoffs. Thus, SiS-HoP enhances the legacy admission control component to include handoff resources in the admission decision. To determine the amount of handoff resources, the mobility prediction of SiSHoP provides estimates on the handoff probabilities for each neighboring cell based on aggregated mobility patterns. These handoff probabilities are used by the handoff resource reservation to calculate the necessary amount of handoff resources for each neighboring cell. This amount is forwarded to the corresponding handoff resource reservation component in that cell. The first phase of the legacy control plane procedure (arrows 1-3) comprises sending the resource request from the service user to admission control which contacts the resource management to determine whether the requested resources are available or not. Thereafter, the enhanced procedure of SiS-HoP begins (arrows 4+5): Admission control consults the handoff resource reservation component in order to receive information about the handoff resources needed to satisfy future handoff requests from neighboring cells. Finally, the legacy control plane procedure can continue (arrows 6-7) with reserving resources for the service request and sending an accept message (or a deny message) to the service user.
The key components of SiS-HoP, mobility prediction, handoff resource reservation, as well as the admission control are described in detail in the following Sections 2.3, 2.4, and 2.5.
Mobility Prediction
Determining the necessary amount of handoff resources is essential in mobile networks with dynamic mobility patterns changing over time. These patterns are typical, for example, within a city, where the mobility patterns of vehicles are different in the morning rush hours compared to the evening rush hours or to the weekend hours. In networks with static mobility patterns, it is possible to measure the traffic pattern once off-line and use this data to statically configure the necessary amount of handoff resources. However, networks with dynamic mobility pattern require on-line measurements of the mobility pattern so that the necessary handoff resources can be adapted over time. Thus, the objective of a mobility prediction component within a handoff prioritization scheme is to support the handoff resource reservation component in dynamically determining the necessary amount of handoff resources.
In SiS-HoP the mobility prediction calculates the aggregated handoff probabilities for each neighboring cell. This means, all mobile terminals moving to a neighboring cell are aggregated, individual mobile terminals are not considered. An example is depicted in Figure 3 . Since the accuracy of the predicted mobility determines the quality of the handoff prioritization scheme, the mobility prediction component constitutes an important part within SiS-HoP.
The design of the mobility prediction component involves two decisions as discussed below:
(1) Where should the mobility prediction be located (on the mobile terminal or in the mobile network)? (2) Should it be based on counters or a history-cache (which are the two main possibilities for predicting mobility aggregately between neighboring cells)?
With regard to the location of the mobility prediction, SiS-HoP deploys a mobility prediction component on each base station which keeps the additional complexity away from the mobile terminals. In the alternative case, i.e., if a mobility prediction component is used on each single mobile terminal, the complexity of each mobile terminal would be increased significantly because each mobile terminal would need to keep track of many visited cells to achieve good prediction results.
Furthermore, it is assumed that the mobility of all mobile terminals visiting this base station is sufficiently correlated to achieve an accurate mobility prediction. This is true, for example, if there is a main street crossing the cell so that a large percentage of mobile terminals moves along this street (although, for example, a single mobile terminal may drive along this street only once a week). Such a per-cell mobility prediction captures also regular mobility patterns of single mobile terminals, for example, in the surrounding of meeting rooms or coffee machines. In contrast to the alternative case of a mobility prediction on each single mobile terminal, there is no need for a correlation within the mobility of a single terminal to achieve good prediction results.
With regard to the choice between a counter-based scheme or a history-cachebased scheme, the main requirement on the mobility prediction component is that is must not contain additional per-flow/per-mobile state keeping or signaling to be simple and scalable. Although there is per-flow state keeping in the legacy control plane components for storing QoS parameters of resource requirements, additional per-flow state information, for example, perflow handoff resource reservations from neighboring cells, should be avoided. For this reason, mobility is estimated aggregately within each cell in SiS-HoP. Two different mobility prediction schemes incorporating aggregation can be distinguished
• aggregation based on counters, or
• aggregation based on a history cache.
Counter-based mobility prediction schemes [14] count the number of handoff events, for example, separately for each next cell. They cannot react sufficiently fast to changes in the mobility pattern.
In contrast, history-based schemes [15, 12] store a certain amount of information for each handoff event (e.g., the next cell), the so-called handoff information unit. Each handoff information unit constitutes an entry in the cache, the sum of the entries form the mobility cache C. The size of the mobility cache is limited by the cache size s(C), which is a design parameter of history-cachebased approaches. It denotes the number of handoff information units to be stored in the cache and has two purposes:
(1) It limits the memory requirements of the mobility prediction component.
(2) It determines the adaptability and the accuracy of the approach.
In contrast to counter-based schemes, a history-cache-based mobility prediction can forget 'old' handoff events. New handoff information units replace aged units if the cache is completely filled. The time to react to changes depends on the cache size s(C). If s(C) is small, the scheme can react very fast to changing mobility patterns. However, a too small cache size lowers the accuracy of the mobility prediction and can lead to wrong predictions. For example, for a cache size s(C) = 10, the arrival of ten 'unusual' handoff events can lead to a completely different result of the mobility prediction.
Therefore, history-based schemes are better suited to react to changing mobility patterns and to deal with heterogeneous bandwidth demands. For these reasons, the mobility prediction component of SiS-HoP is built on a historybased approach which calculates the aggregated mobility per-cell.
The Next-Cell-Based Mobility Prediction
The main task of the mobility prediction is to calculate separate handoff probabilities for each neighboring cell. The handoff resource reservation component uses the handoff probabilities to estimate how many resources from the currently utilized resources in the current cell are to be reserved in the neighboring cells.
To provide separate handoff probabilities for each neighboring cell, the next cell, to which a mobile terminal has performed a handoff, must be stored in a handoff information unit.
This is the simplest possible handoff information unit, on which the so-called Next-cell-based mobility prediction is based.
The prediction function f next is defined as follows:
h and h 1 are handoff information units, containing a next cell only, and C is the mobility cache. The probability to handoff into a specified next cell h. next-cell is the number of all handoff information units in the cache with the same next cell divided by the total number of handoff information units in the cache (i.e., all entries which are not empty). To retrieve this probability in a computational complexity O(1), the mobility prediction should keep a counter for each neighboring cell. Such a counter for a neighboring cell i is increased in case a new handoff information unit containing i as next-cell is added to the cache and it is decreased by one if a handoff information unit containing i as next-cell is deleted from the cache. Therefore, only one additional counter for each neighboring cell is necessary, which slightly increases the memory consumption of the mobility prediction.
Session Terminations
A remaining problem of the mobility prediction is that it does not adapt to different degrees of mobility within different cells. A high degree of mobility in a cell means that most terminals move and perform handoff eventually. An example is a 'highway cell' where all terminals move normally (if there is no traffic jam). A low degree of mobility can have two reasons:
(1) Many portable (i.e., non-moving) terminals.
(2) Many session terminations in a cell.
Portable terminals may constitute a large percentage of all terminals in a cell, for example, located at an airport. The degree of mobility is low if many terminals wait for the arrival of an air plane. In contrast, the mobility can become high if the air plane has arrived so that all mobile terminals move towards the exit gate while continuing their sessions. A high number of session terminations may occur in a cell with a popular target, for example, a cinema. In this case, many terminals perform handoff into the cell and terminate their session, for example, when the film starts.
Scenarios with a low degree of mobility lead to an unnecessarily high handoff resource reservation in neighboring cells because the sum of the handoff probabilities is always equal to one if there is any handoff information unit in the mobility cache. In the extreme, no handoffs to neighboring cells might occur at all for an extended period of time, but handoff resources are still reserved as long as there are (old) mobility patterns in the cache.
To avoid such an over-reservation of handoff resources in scenarios with a low degree of mobility, SiS-HoP considers session terminations in the mobility cache which is a unique feature of this approach. Instead of estimating the cell residence time for each mobile terminal within the current cell, for example, as proposed in the Choi scheme [12] , SiS-HoP introduces additional entries into the cache for next-cell = current cell, the so-called 'current-cell' entries. That means, each time a mobile terminal terminates its session, a handoff information unit is created with the current cell stored as 'next-cell'. In this case, session terminations can populate the cache the same way as handoff events, so the sum of the handoff probabilities to all neighboring cells can become smaller than 100% and can even go down to 0% if the cache is completely populated with handoff information units from session terminations.
An example for using current-cell entries in the next-cell-based scheme is shown in Figure 4 . The cell topology consists of a center cell A, which is surrounded by six other cells. and to cell X, respectively. A single handoff occurred to the cells P and Q, and no handoff to cell D. In this case,
= 10% and f next (D) = 0%. Since two sessions were terminated in cell A (= 20% of all sessions), the sum of the handoff probabilities is only 80%. If a mobile terminal in cell A performs a handoff, for example, to cell Z, the oldest handoff information unit in the mobility cache will be replaced as in a FIFO queuing discipline (i.e., the bottom-most entry 'A' in the example).
Impact of Mobility Patterns with Different Speeds
The next-cell-based approach is well-suited for mobility patterns with no correlation between the next-cell and the speed of the mobile terminals. However, it can produce wrong estimates if this assumption is not true as explained in the following.
In general, a mobility cache with next-cell-based handoff information units provides the information, that x% of the last s(C) handoffs moved to cell X, y% to cell Y etc. These percentage values do not necessarily reflect the handoff probabilities as shown in the following example. between the next cell and the speed of the mobile terminals, which move with 5 m/s to cell Y (so-called 'low-speed terminals') and 10 m/s to cell Z (denoted as 'high-speed terminals'). For example, there may be a speed limitation to cell Y owing to a construction area or the average speed may be lower because of traffic lights on the way from cell A to cell Y. If the actually utilized resources are the same for both speed classes so that always the same number of mobile terminals is active in a cell for both speed classes, the high-speed terminals perform twice as many handoffs into cell Z than the low-speed terminals into cell Y within a time window. This can be seen from the example in Figure 6 which depicts a series of three parts of the mobile terminals in the cell A for such a heterogeneous speed scenario. At time t=0 s one low- speed terminal L1 and one high-speed terminal H1 enter the current cell, the mobility cache is empty. H1 moves with 10 m/s through the cell which has a diameter of 700 m, so H1 leaves the cell after t=70 s. This leads to the first entry in the mobility cache. At the same time L1 reaches the center of the cell. When H1 leaves the current cell, another high-speed terminal H2 enters the cell so there is still one high-speed terminal and one low-speed terminals within the cell. After 140 s, both L1 and H2 reach the cell boundary and two further entries in the mobility cache are created. Two new terminals enter the current cell so a new cycle of this periodical mobility pattern starts.
In this scenario, there are one handoff for the low-speed terminals to cell Y and two handoffs for the high-speed terminals to cell Z. However, the handoff probability is 50% to cell Y and 50% to cell Z as there is always one high-speed terminal and one low-speed terminal in the cell simultaneously. For this reason, the same amount of handoff resources should be reserved in cell Y and cell Z in this case, not f next (Z) = = 0.33 = 33% as obtained from the next-cell-based mobility prediction.
The Normalized Next-Cell-Based Mobility Prediction
To deal with correlations between the speed and the next cell as explained above, SiS-HoP takes the resource holding time into account to normalize the purely next-cell-based handoff probabilities. In this case, a handoff information unit in the cache contains the resource holding time (RHT) in addition to the next cell.
Handoff information unit = <next-cell, RHT>
With this resource holding time, the mobility prediction can differentiate the 'high-speed' terminals from the 'low-speed' terminals and can adapt the handoff probabilities as follows.
In the first step, the mobility prediction calculates the average resource holding time for each next-cell (avg RHT(next cell)) and the average resource holding time for all cache entries (avg RHT ). These values are used in the prediction function f norm next as follows:
Again, h is a handoff information unit. As described previously for the nextcell-based mobility prediction, it is possible to achieve a computational complexity of O(1): In this case, it is necessary to store the sum of the resource holding times for all those handoff information units in the cache, which contain the same next-cell. Together with the one counter per neighboring cell and f next (h), as described in the next-cell-based mobility prediction, it is possible to gain avg RHT(next-cell) and avg RHT. A difference to the previous scheme is that more memory is consumed for storing one sum of the resource holding times per neighboring cell and because the resource holding time must be stored additionally in each handoff information unit in a floating point variable. It is furthermore necessary to store the time, when a mobile terminal starts to consume resources in the current cell, so the resource holding time can be calculated when the terminal performs handoff. However, this additional amount is not significant because it only increases the amount of local state information, which is still limited by the cache size and the number of neighboring cells, and does not lead to additional state information in neighboring cells or to further signaling between neighboring cells.
Continuing the previous example, Figure 7 depicts a mobility cache where the resource holding time has been added to each handoff information unit. The average resource holding time is (2 · 70s + 140s)/3 = 93.3s and the handoff probabilities are calculated as f norm next (Z) = 0.66 · = 0.5 = 50%. This corresponds to the actual handoff probabilities.
In the same way as for the normalized resource holding times, it is possible to handle correlations between the next-cell and heterogeneous bandwidth demands per mobile terminal (i.e., low-demand vs. high-demand sessions). This is important for multimedia applications where the bandwidth demand of single sessions can differ significantly. As an example, the bandwidth demand may be higher for those sessions moving to a next-cell which is located at the entrance to the highway. In this case, the passengers in the back may tend to start high-bandwidth consuming video streaming sessions because of the upcoming long highway travel. In such a case with heterogeneous bandwidth demands, the demand of each mobile terminal has to be stored in each handoff information unit. This way, a calculation of normalized bandwidth demands becomes possible so that the actual bandwidth demand in the current cell can be weighted appropriately.
Handoff Resource Reservation
The handoff resource reservation component is responsible for calculating the necessary handoff resources to reserve in neighboring cells using the mobility prediction component. It is collaborative, i.e., it performs reservations in neighboring cells, because a local scheme cannot provide sufficiently high assurances on the handoff success probability. There are few approaches [16] [17] [18] , which also reserve resources in cells which are several hops away from the current cell (herein referred to as 'distant-cell-based schemes'). These schemes are basically intended for scenarios, where mobile terminals move very fast or cells are very small. In this case, neighboring-cell-based schemes may not be able to provide handoff resources in time. For example, a mobile terminal M originates in cell A and will move to cell B and cell C. If resources are reserved in neighboring cells only, M will be admitted in A and resources are reserved in cell B. However, resources in cell C will be reserved when M moves to cell B. If cell C is now very busy, it might be that no resources become available in cell C during the time M crosses cell B. Thus, a handoff drop would occur when M finally performs a handoff into cell C. Such a handoff drop could be avoided by the above mentioned distant-cell-based approaches, which would reserve handoff resources in cell C earlier, e.g., before M performs a handoff to cell B. However, these approaches have a rather high complexity and a high communication overhead to signal the reservation information between the cells. Furthermore, it is questionable why these approaches should provide a higher assurance on the handoff success probability compared to the neighboring-cell-based schemes. First, neighboring-cell-based schemes also support mobility across multiple cells implicitly as long as sufficient resources become available (e.g., because of session terminations) in the predicted next cell while a mobile terminal crosses the current cell (there are no per-mobile handoff reservations but a common pool of reserved handoff resources in each base station). This, however, depends on a concrete network scenario and/or mobility pattern. Second, it is rather difficult to predict the mobility of a terminal for more than one cell (except for special cases, e.g., highways). Therefore, SiS-HoP adopts a neighboring-cell-based approach as described in the following.
Functional Overview
The function of the handoff resource reservation component in SiS-HoP in a particular cell consists of two parts:
a) It collects the handoff resource reservation requests from neighboring cells and adjusts the amount of handoff resources in the current cell accordingly. b) It calculates the necessary handoff resources to be reserved in each neighboring cell using the mobility prediction component and propagates the results to the neighboring cells.
For scalability reasons, handoff resources are reserved aggregated between neighboring cells to avoid per-mobile pre-reservations in the neighboring cells.
The Algorithm for Handoff Resource Reservation
The handoff resource reservation in a cell X is performed as shown in Figure 8 :
The handoff resource reservation for a particular neighboring cell i is deter- mined by multiplying the currently used bandwidth 'totalUsed' in cell X with the probability to handoff into cell i. The latter can be calculated using the normalized next-cell-based mobility prediction scheme.
The calculation of the handoff resource reservation amount is performed periodically to avoid per-mobile signaling between neighboring cells, so scalability is ensured. Using an additional set of simulations, it was shown for a particular simulation scenario (cf., Sect. 4) that exchanging the data once per second is a good compromise between achieving a high accuracy while maintaining a low signaling overhead [19] .
The currently used bandwidth 'totalUsed' is obtained from the legacy resource management component. The calculation of 'totalUsed' depends on the provided service: For a service with strict bandwidth assurances (e.g., telephony), the peak rates of all currently active sessions are summed up.
For the handoff resource reservation, it is necessary that cell X is aware of those neighboring cells, where mobile terminals have performed handoff to. This information can be obtained from the mobility cache in which all next cells are assumed to be neighboring cells. If a neighboring cell has currently no entry in the cache, no handoff resource reservation takes place for this cell.
Furthermore, it is recommended to use another parameter for the calculation of the handoff resources, the so-called Controlled Under-Reservation (CUR) parameter.
The Controlled Under-Reservation (CUR) Parameter
The intention of the CUR parameter is to decrease the amount of handoff resources manually in order to increase the efficiency of the scheme. Thus, the CUR parameter enables a tuning of the system performance comparable with over-reservations in airline reservation systems: The probability of handoff drop increases while the amount of handoff resource decreases when the CUR parameter is decreased below its default value, which is 100%. It can be decreased by the network operator if the resource utilization is very low and if there are no or only few handoff drops. A similar design parameter has already been proposed in other schemes [20] [21] [22] .
The CUR parameter is useful since SiS-HoP is a rather conservative handoff prioritization scheme in that it overestimates the necessary handoff resources. This is because handoff resources are already reserved in the neighboring cells if a mobile terminal performs a handoff into a cell. These resources are unused until the mobile terminal actually performs a handoff. A high assurance on the handoff success probability can be achieved in this way although it leads to a rather low resource utilization at the same time: If, for example, the above described mobility prediction is used without considering session terminations, the amount of reserved handoff resources would be the same as the actually used resources, so that the network utilization would not exceed 50% on average. The consideration of session terminations with 'current-cell' entries in the mobility cache reduces the overall handoff reservation level below 100% of the current load: The handoff resources are even reduced to zero in case terminals do not perform handoff at all. The normalization factor in the normalized next-cell-based mobility prediction only redistributes the amount of handoff resources to be reserved in which neighboring cell, but does not lower the overall amount of handoff resources reserved in the network. Thus, there is still room to improve the resource utilization, for example, if the resource holding time in a cell is rather long. This can occur in case of a low-speed mobile terminal or in case of large cells. In such scenarios, it would in principle be better to reserve handoff resources not directly after a mobile terminal has entered a cell, but, e.g., after the mobile terminal has crossed half of the cell. Available schemes, for example, the one proposed by Choi and Shin [12] , try to reserve handoff resources 'just-in-time', i.e., almost exactly before the mobile terminal performs the handoff. The main problem is that these schemes require several parameters to achieve a good estimation of the exact handoff time which makes the administrability of the approach difficult. In contrast, SiS-HoP implements a simpler approach by the introduction of the CUR parameter.
The CUR parameter is intended to be changed by the system administrator to tune the performance whereas the value of all other design parameters of SiS-HoP (e.g., the mobility cache size) are normally set only once on system startup.
Partial Deployment
The handoff resource reservation component can be deployed partially, for example, in highly loaded areas only (e.g., cell A in Fig. 9 ). In this case, the neighboring cells around cell A must at least perform mobility prediction and signal the expected handoff resource demand to cell A. These cells themselves, however, do not need to reserve handoff resources. 
Admission Control
Currently, SiS-HoP is intended to support CBR traffic as, for example, generated by IP telephony applications (cf., Fig. 1 ). Therefore, the admission control algorithm within SiS-HoP is currently based on peak rates.
For a service with strict bandwidth assurances, a new session request in cell X from a mobile terminal M with a peak bandwidth demand M.bw is admitted if the following two conditions are met:
(1) Local bandwidth test:
There is sufficient bandwidth (bw) available in cell X:
This considers both, the bandwidth currently in use (used bw ) and the bandwidth necessary to satisfy future handoff requests (reserved bw ). The latter is determined by the handoff resource reservation components of the neighboring cells. In case the request can be admitted, the resource management component is instructed to increase used bw by M.bw.
(2) Bandwidth test in the neighboring cells:
There is sufficient bandwidth available in all neighboring cells, i.e., the following condition must hold for all neighboring cells c i , i = 1, . . . , n:
This test is based on the handoff probabilities obtained by the mobility prediction component. Furthermore, the CUR parameter allows that only a percentage of the bandwidth demand as determined by CUR must be available in the neighboring cells. This test may lead to the case that a new session request is denied in a cell A because a neighboring cell X is busy, even though the mobile terminal would not move to cell X. This basically means that the mobility prediction has failed to predict 'f next (X) = 0' for all mobile terminals in cell A, which may happen in schemes, where mobility is predicted aggregately and not per-mobile in order to achieve a scalable scheme. Furthermore, the basic idea of handoff prioritization schemes is to reduce handoff drops by increasing the blocking of new session requests. So this test is necessary to avoid that mobile terminals are admitted in one cell and move to a congested neighboring cell immediately where they would be dropped. As the variable reserved bw depends on the value of CUR, the administrator of the network can also tune the system behavior indirectly by changing the CUR parameter.
Admission control on a handoff arrival in cell X considers only if there is sufficient bandwidth available to support the mobile terminal locally:
The amount of used resources (used bw ) is also increased by M.bw in this case to satisfy the handoff resource request. A reservation of handoff resources for further handoffs of the mobile terminal M into neighboring cells of cell X is performed by the handoff resource reservation component implicitly. This is because of the increase of used bw which is the basis for the decision, how many handoff resources cell X should reserve in the neighboring cells at the end of the next signaling period.
Related Work
Many handoff prioritization schemes have been proposed during the previous years. However, existing schemes are not suited for future mobile networks since they suffer at least from one of the following problems with regard to the requirements, mentioned initially:
• They provide only a low efficiency, i.e., a too high number of new sessions is blocked in order to reduce the probability of a handoff resource shortage. For example, Oliveira et al. [22] proposed a scheme without any mobility prediction where the full amount of resources for a single mobile terminal is reserved in all neighboring cells. Jayaram et al. [23] propose to reserve resources for a mobile terminal in those three neighboring cells where the mobile terminal will move to with the highest probability which also leads to the fact that the handoff resources are always three times higher than the actually used resources. Another problem with regard to resource efficiency is that handoff resources are reserved even for portable terminals which do not move at all [22] .
• They cannot provide a sufficiently high assurance on the handoff success probability in mobile networks with small cells for a wide variety of mobility patterns. The Guard Channel scheme [11] reserves a manually configurable (i.e., static) amount of handoff resources, which requires manual intervention in case of dynamically changing mobility patterns. Local handoff prioritization schemes adapt the amount of handoff resources dynamically depending on information available from the local cell. However, they require that the mobility pattern do not change too fast [24] [25] [26] because they cannot use information from neighboring cells to pro-actively adapt the handoff resources according to the future needs. Thus, they are not suited for mobile networks where mobility patterns are highly dynamic.
• They distribute per-flow / per-mobile state information [13, 27] within the mobile network which leads to scalability problems in the presence of a high number of handoffs. For example, the MRSVP scheme requires the mobile terminal to specify in advance all the cells to be visited in the future, so that handoff resources can be specified accordingly in advance. The Shadow Cluster approach [28] also reserves resources in a region around the current cell of a mobile terminal depending on the predicted mobility of that terminal. However, keeping per-mobile state information to pre-reserve resources per-mobile in one or several neighboring cells does not scale well in presence of a high number of handoffs. This is because such state information has to be updated permanently, e.g., if the mobility prediction changes.
• The administrability of the schemes is comparatively difficult. For example, the Adaptive-bandwidth Reservation Mechanism [14] requires five design parameters to be handled by the network administrator. The mobilitydependent call admission control scheme [29, 12] proposes separate admission control thresholds for each of the different classes of service, supported by the network. There are separate thresholds for new session requests and handoff session requests.
• They require large-scale changes in the mobile terminals which, to some extent, impairs the deployment of the scheme.
• In general, handoff prioritization schemes provide assurances on the handoff success probability either end-to-end or for the bottleneck links only, i.e., the wireless links or the last wired mile, which connects the base station to the backbone of the mobile network. Many schemes provide end-to-end assurances on the handoff success probability in a single deployment step [13] , which increases the complexity of the scheme and hinders deployment. In contrast, bottleneck-centered approaches limit the complexity of the handoff prioritization scheme and simplify their initial deployment in wireless mobile networks. Furthermore, they can achieve a high gain even in the first stage of deployment since most of the resource shortages occur on the bottleneck links. Thus, SiS-HoP is initially intended to be used for the resources on the bottleneck link.
There is a further set of approaches, called fast handoff, seamless handoff, or low-latency handoff schemes, which are also focused on providing QoS for handoffs. In contrast to handoff prioritization schemes, these fast handoff ap-proaches try to minimize the necessary delay for signalling a handoff. This way, disruptions of connectivity and packet losses during the handoff signaling can be avoided. Example approaches are currently discussed in the IETF [30] as an extension to the Mobile IP protocol [31] or the many micro-mobility approaches [32, 33] which are intended to complement macro-mobility approaches such as Mobile IP. There are also approaches which combine such a mobility management with resource management [34] .
In mobile networks with overlapping cell areas or in multitier cellular networks [35] , a mobile terminal may have several possible next cells to which it can perform a handoff to. In this case, it may become reasonable to exchange data between the mobile terminal and the possible next cell candidates on what amount of resources are available at the potentially next cell. This resource signaling might be incorporated into a general candidate discovery protocol (cf., Liebsch et al. [36] , a proposal for IP routers, but a layer-2 approach might be necessary, as well). This way, a resource shortage can be detected in advance and be avoided if another alternative cell has sufficient resources to support the handoff. However, this leads to per-mobile signaling on each handoff which is why this approach is currently not integrated in SiS-HoP.
The Simulation Environment
SiS-HoP has been evaluated extensively using the network simulator ns2 [37] . The most interesting results are presented in this section.
Simulation Model
The network model consists of two parts. The wireless part is composed of a variable number of base stations (either nine or sixteen) which are placed onto a rectangular grid. The distance between two base stations is 700 m horizontally and vertically which is a typical distance for mobile networks in a densely populated city area. The cell size is 800 m so the coverage areas of two neighboring base stations overlap up to 100 m to enable soft handoffs without interruptions of connectivity. The handoff control algorithm is based on a hysteresis [38] which can avoid subsequent handoffs between two base stations within a short period of time (the so-called flip-flop effect). The wireless network is based on the IEEE 802.11 standard to simulate realistic effects such as collisions on the air interface. It is important to model these effects to achieve realistic simulation results [39] .
The base stations are interconnected via a tree-like topology (cf., Fig. 10) leading towards the root node of the backbone which itself may be connected to the Internet in a real-world scenario. Apart from the last wired mile, the links are over-provisioned to limit bottleneck effects to the link directly attached to the base station. The node connected to the root-node represents a node in the Internet and is the communicating partner of all mobile terminals.
The network is designed such that each base station can carry up to 100 sessions simultaneously. The session duration is modeled as an exponential distribution with a mean of 180 s, which models telephony sessions quite accurately [1] .
Two different mobility models are used in the following simulations: A scenario without directional traffic (the so-called Random-Move scenario) and a highly-directional scenario with large differences between the actual resource utilization (the so-called Directional-Move scenario). Such different schemes can confirm the applicability of a handoff prioritization scheme for a wide area of traffic patterns [40] .
The Random-Move scheme consists of a 3x3 mobility cell scenario (with one base station in the center of each cell) where eight cells (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) are in use (cf., Fig. 11 ). In each cell, the probability of a mobile terminal to change to one of the neighboring cells is equal. Mobile terminals have the same probability to start in any of these eight cells, the average speed is a truncated Gaussian distribution [38] with different means and a maximum deviation of ±20%. Since this paper considers mobile terminals in vehicles and because the simulated network topology is appropriate for city areas, the Random-Move scenario is simulated with two average speed values: The simulations with an average speed of 17 m/s (about 60 km/h) represent scenarios with no traffic jams where the terminals can move fluently, for example, on a main-street with coordinated traffic lights. The simulations with an average speed of 5 m/s (about 20 km/h) represent scenarios with traffic jams such as in the morning or the evening rush hours. Higher speeds than 17 m/s are not reasonable in this scenario because using such small cells is questionable in this case. Furthermore, this scenario is used for a rather static scenario, where only 25% of the mobile terminals move, the remaining 75% do not move at all (the so-called 'Static Random-Move scenario').
The Directional-Move scenario consists of a 4x4 mobility cell topology where 15 cells are used (cf., Fig. 12 ). In contrast to the Random-Move scenario, traffic is highly directional for many cells. Furthermore, the probability where a session starts is not the same for all cells, it is 68% for cell 7, 19% for cell 6 and 1% for the remaining cells. This way, the resource utilization shows large differences between the cells. The speed of a mobile terminal is according to a truncated Gaussian distribution with a mean of 17 m/s or 5 m/s.
Performance Metrics
Several different metrics are used in the literature to evaluate handoff prioritization schemes. In this article, the forced termination rate is used, which is defined as the number of handoff drops divided by the number of successfully admitted sessions. However, this metric alone is not sufficient, since avoiding handoff drops in general leads to an increase of the number of blocked new session requests. Therefore, the so-called Cost of Service metric [11] is used additionally, which combines both, the probability of forced termination (P forced term ) and the probability of new session blocks (P block ) into a single number using the following cost function:
The weight α was set to 0.84 so that five blocked sessions have the same influence on the cost of service as a single forced termination. Additional simulations not shown here [19] have confirmed that this value for the weight α is reasonable so that the Cost of Service metric for a mobile network without handoff prioritization differs significantly from the Cost of Service for a mobile network which includes a handoff prioritization scheme.
Schemes Used for Comparison
To evaluate SiS-HoP, it is necessary to choose different handoff prioritization schemes for comparison. At first, a scheme without handoff prioritization (NO-PRIO) is used to show the gain of prioritizing handoffs. Furthermore, a comparison to a theoretically optimal scheme (OPT) [40] makes it possible to show the gain any handoff prioritization scheme can achieve at maximum. Additionally, most schemes in the literature are compared to the Guard Channel scheme [11] since it is a simple scheme which is easy to implement. Although it has already been shown to be unsuited for mobile networks with dynamic traffic, it is used as a reference here. Further schemes from the literature are not used here because:
• they are not fully specified so they cannot be remodeled exactly in our simulation scenario [28, 41] , or • they have such a high complexity or so many parameters to configure that rebuilding them in a different simulation environment than the original one is not feasible to achieve a fair comparison (e.g., [42] ). This would most likely require to ask the authors of the scheme for proper values for the design parameters suited to our simulation scenario.
Therefore, a different comparison procedure is proposed in this paper. Since the main part of SiS-HoP is its mobility prediction, it is important to evaluate the mobility prediction component of SiS-HoP explicitly. Therefore, SiS-HoP is compared to a simplified version of itself, the so-called 'Load-dependent equal-probability virtual distributed admission control (LEP-DAC)' scheme. In contrast to SiS-HoP, LEP-DAC does not incorporate a mobility prediction scheme, so its complexity is even lower than the one of SiS-HoP. That means, in LEP-DAC handoff resources are reserved in the neighboring cells depending on the current bandwidth demand in the current cell. As there is no mobility prediction, LEP-DAC can only assume an equally distributed probability to handoff into a neighboring cell. Hence, admission control checks whether the bandwidth demand divided by the number of neighboring cells is available in all neighboring cells or not. Resources are also reserved according to the number of neighbors for a cell. For example, if a cell has three neighboring cells, one third of the current bandwidth demand is reserved for handoff purposes in each neighboring cell. To accommodate session terminations, the current cell is included as a neighbor so that session terminations are treated as handoffs into the current cell (the same as the 'current-cell' feature of SiS-HoP). To be comparable to the SiS-HoP proposal, the CUR parameter is available in LEP-DAC as well, which decreases the amount of handoff resources reserved in neighboring cells to a certain percentage.
Simulation Results
For a comparison of SiS-HoP and LEP-DAC, it is important to use a single value of the CUR parameter for all considered mobility patterns. This models a real-life situation where the network administration will not change the CUR parameter each time the mobility pattern changes, for example, from highly directional to mainly static. Therefore, it is necessary to find a single value for the CUR parameter which provides a good performance in all considered mobility patterns.
5.1 Directional-Move, Speed=17 m/s Figure 13 depicts the simulation results with regard to the forced termination rate in the Directional-Move scenario with speed=17 m/s. The offered load is a simulation parameter to vary the load in the network [12] . It is intuitively defined as follows: At an offered load of 100%, the new session arrival rate is such that no new session request has to be blocked and all resources of all cells are busy if all terminals are static, all sessions start simultaneously, having a constant session duration of 180 s.
SiS-HoP achieves a very low forced termination rate even for a CUR value of 70%. In contrast, the Guard Channel scheme with a reservation of 30% (the best value for all examined simulation scenarios) leads to up to 15% forced terminations. The simulations of the LEP-DAC scheme result in 4% forced terminations already for a CUR value of 100%. This is because of too small handoff resource reservations in case of highly directional traffic patterns. For example, mobile terminals move with a 95% probability to cell 10 from cell 6 (cf., Fig. 12 ). However, LEP-DAC reserves only 20% of the actually used resources in a cell with four neighbors. This is because it assumes an equally distributed mobility due to the lack of a mobility prediction component. This 'LEP-DAC under-reservation effect' occurs even if the CUR parameter of LEP-DAC is set to 100%. Thus, SiS-HoP can provide a higher assurance on the handoff success probability in this scenario compared to LEP-DAC. Additionally, it is possible to set the CUR parameter of SiS-HoP to 70% while keeping the forced termination rate below 1% in the considered offered load range. This is not possible for the LEP-DAC scheme, for which the CUR parameter is set to 100% in the following simulations.
The Cost of Service (cf., Fig. 14) of SiS-HoP is lower than for LEP-DAC at offered loads of 100% and higher because of the increase in forced terminations for LEP-DAC. The shape of the Cost of Service curve of SiS-HoP is similar to the one of the optimal approach. In this scenario, the simulation results confirm that SiS-HoP performs better than LEP-DAC for offered load levels above 100%. In contrast to LEP-DAC, SiS-HoP can avoid forced terminations entirely even for very high offered loads because it reserves handoff resources according to the actual mobility pattern. For offered loads below 100%, SiSHoP has a higher Cost of Service because there are no forced terminations for both schemes and LEP-DAC reserves less handoff resources than SiS-HoP owing to the LEP-DAC under-reservation effect. Therefore, SiS-HoP blocks more new session requests for offered loads below 100% than LEP-DAC.
Comparing the forced termination rate of SiS-HoP for several values of the CUR parameter, it can be seen that the difference between the curves is almost proportional to the extent of the decrease of the CUR parameter (cf., Fig. 15 ). At the same time, the forced termination rate increases only slowly mis-configuration and the easy administrability: The CUR parameter can be decreased step-by-step until the system performance reflects the desired compromise between a low forced termination rate and a high resource utilization.
Furthermore, a slight mis-configuration of the CUR parameter does not influence the system performance badly which underlines the robustness of the CUR parameter.
Static Random-Move
In the static Random-Move scenario, 75% of the terminals do not move at all, the remaining terminals move with a speed of 17 m/s. In these simulations, the forced termination rate of SiS-HoP is zero for CUR parameter values between 20% and 100%. LEP-DAC can also achieve a forced termination rate of zero, but the Cost of Service is higher than for SiS-HoP: This is because the CUR parameter is set to 100% for the LEP-DAC scheme to ensure that LEP-DAC can at least provide a forced termination rate of 4% in the previously considered Directional-Move scenario. If the CUR parameter is set below 100%, the simulations of LEP-DAC would lead to an even higher forced termination rate in that scenario. In contrast, a value of 70% for the CUR parameter for SiS-HoP achieves a very low forced termination rate in the Directional-Move scenario and in this static Random-Move scenario.
As a result, the blocking rate of LEP-DAC with CUR = 100% is higher than the blocking rate of SiS-HoP with CUR = 70% as shown in Figure 17 . SiS-HoP can adapt its handoff resource amount to the actual demand which is rather low in this static scenario: SiS-HoP reserves 27% of the resource utilization as handoff resources which approximates the 22% necessary in the optimal scheme quite accurately compared to LEP-DAC which reserves 72% of the utilized resources for handoff purposes. The high reservation of LEP-DAC is because LEP-DAC does not include a mobility prediction component but assumes an equally distributed mobility pattern instead. As a result, SiS-HoP can admit up to 25% more new session requests which reduces the probability of blocking and leads to a lower Cost of Service than for LEP-DAC in this scenario. In this scenario, SiS-HoP can explicitly take advantage of the normalized mobility prediction based on resource holding times: The 75% static terminals have a considerably longer resource holding time than the remaining 25% mobile terminals. Without the normalization, SiS-HoP would reserve too many handoff resources and would accept less new session requests (only 15% more than LEP-DAC according to additional simulations not shown here). This is because from the network-wide view, a mobile terminal creates more events to be stored in the mobility caches compared to a static terminal: Static terminals create only a single 'current-cell' entry (when the session terminates) while mobile terminals create additional handoff entries when they perform handoff.
Random-Move, Speed=17 m/s
For the Random-Move scenario, SiS-HoP and LEP-DAC perform similar as expected. This is because the actual mobility pattern is very close to LEP-DAC's assumption of an equally distributed mobility pattern. It has been confirmed by the simulations: SiS-HoP can only admit about 3% more new sessions than LEP-DAC because of the different values for the CUR parameter (70% for SiS-HoP vs. 100% for LEP-DAC).
Scenarios with Speed=5 m/s
In the Random-Move scenario with speed=5 m/s, SiS-HoP has again a higher performance than LEP-DAC because of its higher accuracy in the resource reservation. As a result, SiS-HoP can admit about 8% more new session requests than LEP-DAC. In the Directional-Move scenario, LEP-DAC can admit about 6% more new session requests than SiS-HoP because of the LEP-DAC under-reservation effect: At a speed of 17 m/s, LEP-DAC achieves a lower blocking rate at the cost of a higher forced termination rate compared to SiSHoP. In this low-speed scenario, however, the under-reservation of handoff resources does not lead to forced terminations because the number of handoffs per session is rather low (about 1.3 handoffs per session). Therefore, LEP-DAC can achieve a slightly higher performance than SiS-HoP in this case because it reserves too few handoff resources and SiS-HoP overestimates the necessary handoff resources in this low-speed case.
Summary of the Simulation Results
LEP-DAC cannot reserve a handoff resource amount which corresponds to the actual demand since it does not include a mobility prediction component to adapt to non-uniform mobility pattern. For example, LEP-DAC is not able to avoid forced terminations in the Directional-Move scenario with speed=17 m/s where it cannot provide a high assurance on the handoff success probability for high offered loads. Furthermore, LEP-DAC is not able to adapt to low-mobility scenarios if the CUR parameter remains unchanged. This holds for scenarios such as the static Random-Move scenario or the Random-Move scenario with speed=5 m/s. As a result, SiS-HoP can achieve a significantly better performance than LEP-DAC in these scenarios (e.g., 25% additional sessions in the static Random-Move scenario).
Therefore, SiS-HoP can either provide a higher assurance on the handoff success probability than LEP-DAC or a lower blocking rate owing to its mobility prediction. It can adapt even to dynamic mobility patterns which vary over time since the CUR parameter does not have to be changed as a response to a change in the mobility pattern. An example for such a change in the mobility pattern is the transition from the Directional-Move scenario with speed=17 m/s to a static Random-Move scenario owing to a traffic jam.
Conclusions and Future Work
SiS-HoP is new proposal for a handoff prioritization scheme which can provide a high assurance on the handoff success probability for a large variety of mobility patterns. This is ensured by an aggregated mobility prediction between neighboring cells based on a mobility cache. The mobility prediction based on normalized resource holding times and the usage of 'current-cell' entries in the mobility cache enable a high resource efficiency and an easy adaptation to those mobility patterns where many mobile terminals terminate their session in a single cell. The CUR parameter enables an easy tuning of the system performance with regard to the trade-off between the assurance on the handoff success probability and the efficiency of resource utilization. Using this CUR parameter is comparable to over-reservations in airline reservation systems, its configuration is intuitive and robust against mis-configuration. SiS-HoP has furthermore a high scalability because it does not require per-flow state keeping or per-flow signaling to exchange handoff resource reservations between neighboring cells. The robustness of SiS-HoP is high since there is no per-flow state information to restore after, for example, a failure of a mobile terminal. Additionally, deployment of SiS-HoP can start incrementally in heavily-loaded areas first in which the base stations can be enhanced with SiS-HoP-functionality initially.
For future work, the following extension to SiS-HoP could be considered. At first, SiS-HoP is currently limited to reserve handoff resources between neighboring cells. In principle, it is possible to reserve handoff resources also between distant cells but at the cost of a higher signaling overhead and more state information to be stored in each base station. Second, the CUR parameter could be replaced by more complex schemes to optimize the handoff resources reservation. Third, SiS-HoP could be combined with legacy QoS mechanisms such as Differentiated Services [9, 43] , e.g., in the backbone of the mobile network, to incrementally deploy QoS to further links apart from the bottleneck links. This way, an end-to-end QoS can be achieved between the communicating partners. However, SiS-HoP is currently designed focusing on a low complexity, a high scalability, and an easy administrability. Therefore, it has to be verified thoroughly if each of these extensions would lead to a significant performance gain which justifies the necessary additional complexity. For example, an end-to-end scheme might not be appropriate as long as wired backbone networks have capacities which are an order of magnitude higher than the ones of access networks.
A further issue remaining for future work is that a different (i.e., non peakrate-based) admission control scheme is needed for applications with bursty data traffic, where the average rate and the peak rate differ significantly. In the current scheme, the resource utilization is rather low for these applications. Further mechanism to gain the current bandwidth consumption should be integrated into the admission control scheme in this case, for example, based on measurements.
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